Successful operations of f u t u r e multi-agent intelligent systems require efficient cooperation schemes between agents sharing learning experiences. W e consider a pseudo-realistic world i n which one or m o r e opportunities a p p e a r and disa p p e a r i n r a n d o m locations. A g e n t s use fuzzy reinforcement learning t o learn which opportunities are m o s t w o r t h y of pursuing based o n their promised rewards, expected lifetimes, path lengths and expected p a t h costs. We show that this world is partially observable because the hist o r y of an agent influences the distribution of i t s future states. We i m p l e m e n t a coordination mechanism for allocating opportunities t o different agents i n t h e s a m e world. Our results show that optimal team performance results w h e n agents behave i n a partially selfish way. We also i m p l e m e n t a cooperation mechanism i n which agents share experience by using a n d u p d a t i n g o n e joint behavior policy. Our results d e m o n s t r a t e that K cooperative agents each learning in a separate world for N t i m e s t e p s o u t p e r f o r m K independent agents each learning i n a s e p a r a t e world for K*N t i m e steps, w i t h this result becoming m o r e pronounced as t h e degree of partial observability i n the environment increases.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a considerable amount of interest in multi-agent systems [e.g., Luck, 1997; Sycara, 19981 . One approach to modeling multi-agent learning is to augment the state of each agent with the information about other agents [Littman, 1994; Mataric, 1997; Stone and Veloso, 19991 . However, this approach is difficult to implement in noisy environments where agents cannot reliably discern states and actions of other agents. A more decentralized approach is to give each agent the capability of independent learning in the environment while allowing agents to share learning experience when they find it beneficial.
Several cooperative learning models of this type have been proposed. Kelly and Keating, [1998] considered situations where several robotic agents were learning to avoid stationary and moving obstacles. A common set of fuzzy automata was used by cooperating agents to represent their possible states. Learning consisted of agents taking turns in updating probabilities with which actions were selected in each automaton. In another related work, Tan [1993] simulated several hunters learning to capture a prey in a tile world using reinforcement learning (RL). He studied two RL-based cooperation mechanisms: agents updating a common policy and agents averaging periodically their individual policies. He found that both performed equally well on this task, outperforming uncooperative agents that were learning for the same number of time steps. Whitehead [1991] obtained a theoretical upper bound on performance improvement due to cooperation between multiple agents in Markov Decision Processes (MDP's) with no function approximation. He showed that K agents learning over N time steps can perform at best as one agent learning over N*K time steps. This result was confirmed experimentally by Tan. 11. OVERVIEW This paper extends the above results to Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP's) with continuous state spaces that require function approximation methods. We consider a learning problem with a fixed mild non-Markovian character in state transitions and adjustable non-Markovian character in the step cost function. A stochastic and partially observable tile world is 0-7803-5406-0/99/$10.00 '1999 IEEE 
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used as a testing domain in our experiments. This world basically consists of multiple opportunities of different rewards appearing in random locations and remaining there for a random period of time described by a known probability distribution. Each step in the world carries a variable cost depending on the roughness of the terrain. In this world, agents learn which opportunities are most worthy of pursuing based on their promised rewards, expected lifetimes, path lengths and expected path costs. A detailed description of this world is given in the next section.
In our first set of experiments, we analyze effects of several agents learning in the same world. In order to supervise the competition of agents for the existing opportunities, we introduce a coordination mechanism that is parameterized by a "selfishness" parameter S. This parameter controls the degree t o which agents choose opportunities to pursue in order to maximize their own utility vs. choosing them to maximize the team performance.
The value of S = 0.5 implies a behavior for all agents where they weigh equally the desires of other agents. A value of S = 1 implies a behavior where each agent puts a weight of 1 on its own desires. Alternatively, the value of S = 1 can be interpreted as coordination in situations when agents cannot communicate their values to each other hut can only observe each other's locations.
A value of S = 0 implies a totally altruistic behavior. We show that depending on the model parameters, there is an optimal value of S, 0.5 < S < 1, that maximizes the total combined reward for all agents. We also give an explanation why this value is not 0.5.
In our second set of experiments, we implement one of the Cooperation mechanisms considered by Tan [1993] that allows agents t o share the learning experience. This is one of the simplest cooperation mechanisms in which several agents are using and updating the same set of Qvalues. The other mechanism considered by Tan [1993] consisted of agents maintaining individual state values hut averaging them out periodically. Tan found that both of these algorithms performed equally well.
In order to isolate effects of cooperation from those of coordination, we first consider having multiple worlds with the same statistical properties, each inhabited by a single agent. Our results show that cooperation between agents results in a significant performance improvement with respect t o independent agents learning for the same number of time steps. This implies that in real world applications, several robotic agents can achieve much better results if they learn cooperatively for the allocated period of time instead of learning independently.
Unlike Tan 
DOMAIN DESCRIPTION
The world we have constructed is a variation of the Tileworld [Pollack and Ringuette, 19901 . A location in this world is given by a lattice point -a point with integer coordinates. The world evolves in discrete time steps. At each time step, an agent chooses to move either straight or diagonally from its current location to one of the 8 adjacent locations.
Each step in the world has a certain cost, which is calculated using the potential field method: the cost of moving t o any location is equal to the potential at the destination. The potential function is generated by randomly choosing locations of deformations of varying strength that generate a potential field. The potential at any location due to a certain deformation is given by
where h is the height of the deformation and d is the distance to it. The potential at the location of that deformation is equal to h. Potentials due to all deformations add up t o give the find potential at any location. An agent then multiplies this sum by a step cost scaling (SCS) parameter to obtain the cost of moving to the considered location. A deformation is relocated at each time step with a small probability, and its value changes randomly during the relocation. Hence, agents are travelling through a constantly changing potential surface and do not specialize their policies t o a particular pattern of deformations.
Opportunities that promise some rewards appear randomly in different locations. An opportunity can expire at time t with probability A, which implies that M is its mean lifetime. If an agent moves to the location of an unexpired opportunity, it receives the reward promised by that opportunity minus the total path cost since the beginning of the episode. An opportunity disappears once it has been reached by an agent and a new opportunity appears in a randomly chosen location. After that, a new episode begins. If the opportunity towards which the agent took its last step expires, the agent obtains a negative reward equal to its path cost traveled so far and a new episode begins. The objective of an agent is to niaxirnize the total reward minus the total cost received during the simulation.
Our tile world was designed to reflect the complex tradeoffs that humans encounter in many decision situations. The notion of "opportunity" used in our domain description is equivalent to the notion of "alternative" in decision analysis. One of the main difficulties in applying decision analysis to complex situations is that of putting possible outcomes in the order of preference. In the world described above, the agent has to balance the reward of an opportunity against its mean lifetime to come up with some measure of reward the agent expects t o receive. Then, the agent has to balance distance to this opportunity with roughness of the path towards it to come up with some measure of cost the agent expects to incur. Finally, the agent has to balance expected reward with expected cost t o come up with the total desirability of the opportunity.
In the next section we show that the problem of learning the best opportunity to pursue in the described world is very difficult, as it creates an extremely large state space for the agent. However, we are able to find a state-space reduction that still allows agents to learn very good policies. Also, as will become apparent in the next section: the learning algorithm used by the agents does not rely on the presence of discrete tiles in the world and will work just as well in a continuous world. We used discrete tiles only for the ease of computer implementation.
IV. LEARNING ALGORITHM
When the state space in a reinforcement learning problem is large, learning separate Q-values for every state-action pair is very inefficient. In the early stages of learning it is very unlikely that the same state will be visited again, and hence the agent will always have to act based on initial Q-values. The standard approach for dealing with this problem is to generalize the Q-values across states by using a function approximation architecture Q ( i , a, T ) for approximating Q ( i , a ) , where T is the set of all learned parameters arranged in a single vector. The basic parameter updating rule used by such a function approximation architecture is [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 19961 :
where a is the learning rate and 6 is the Bellman error used in the corresponding learning rule for the look-up tahlr case:
For example, in the look-up where g ( t ) is the cost incurred at timet, y is the discounting factor and the summation extends until the end of the episode. In the look-up table version of TD(0) learning,
In this paper we will use fuzzy state aggregation as the approximation architecture [Berenji, 19971. 
( 6 ) Equation (6) has a natural interpretation in the realm of fuzzy state aggregations: the value of a fuzzy state-action pair ( S I ; , a ) gets updated proportionally to its contribution to the Q-value of the state-action pair ( & , a ) in equation
As will be described later, we found that the learning framework of average reward per time step is more appropriate for our domain than the discounted framework presented above. In this framework, equation (6) still holds, except that b is given by [Sutton and Barto. 19981 :
for Monte Carlo learning, and by (8) for T D ( 0 ) learning. The quantity p represents the average reward per time step of the policy learned so far. to which the average reward from every state-action pair is compared. The quantity p is updated at every iteration according to
t = g ( t ) + y m a z , & ( i t + l , a ) -Q ( i t , a ) -~t
(9)
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A. Coordination Algorithm
The purpose of the coordination algorithm used in this paper is to allocate existing opportunities to the agents. The coordination mechanism is initialized at every time step with all opportunities being open to all agents. Then the following process repeats.
REPEAT Each agent considers its most preferred open opportunity and asks all other agents for their preferred opportunities and distances to them. If there is no conflict, the agent finishes happy and quits. If there is a conflict, the agent determines the potential winner (the closest agent or the one with the highest preference if there is a tie). If the agent is not the potential winner in a conflict, it indicates that it is unhappy and passes control to the next agent. If the agent is the potential winner , it performs the winner arbitration. If after arbitration it still holds the opportunity, the agent ends up happy and quits, if not -the agent indicates that it is unhappy and passes co,itrol to the next agent.
During the winner arbitration, the potential winner considers whet,her it should abandon the opportunity in i:rvor of its second choice and give up the first choice op-!,ortunity to the zxt closest agent (or the one with the lhighest prefcrencc if a tie) that is open to the opportunity. 'The winner abandons the opportunity if
where 61 is the agent's own 6 (i.e., difference in preferences between the considered opportunity and the next most desirable that is still open) and 62 is the other agent's 5. If the winner abandons the opportunity, it closes itself to it. If the winner doesn't abandon the opportunity, it sends a signal to all other agents to close themselves to the opportunity. UNTIL all agents are happy.
Note that even totally selfish arbitration with S = 1 still produces positive results of informing other agents about the uselessness of their attempts by closing off their first choice opportunities if there is a conflict.
B. Representation for Learning
The full state of an agent at time t can be described by:
..., i p ) , where& isagroupoffivestatevariables describing the opportunity p . These variables are:
1. distance to the opportunity 2. reward of the opportunity 3. path roughness to the opportunity 4. mean lifetime of the opportunity
relative direction of the opportunity
Path roughness to the opportunity gives the agent an approximate measure of the average cost per step on the way to that opportunity. It is obtained by first constructing an ellipse with the major axis extending from the agent's current location to the location of the opportunity and passing some number of units beyond the opportunity. The path roughness is then calculated as the sum of the values of all deformations in that ellipse divided by the area of the ellipse. The values of each state variable are described using a number of fuzzy labels, such as SMALL, MEDIUM, and LARGE. Each value can match one or more labels with a certain membership value. For example, if the opportunity rewards vary between 0 and 100 units, then the value of 30 can be SMALL to degree 0.7 and MEDIUM to degree 0.3, while the value of 10 can be SMALL to degree 1.0. A fuzzy state is represented by a collection of fuzzy labels, one for each state variable. For example, one of the states in the full learning problem can be: (distance to opportunity 1 is LARGE) AND (reward of opportunity 1 is LARGE) AND (mean lifetime of opportunity 1 is SMALL) AND .._ . The degree to which an agent belongs to a certain fuzzy state is the minimum of the degrees to which all state variables belong to the labels describing this fuzzy state.
In the simplest case, each state variable is described by only two fuzzy labels: SMALL and LARGE. Then there are 25p possible fuzzy states for each agent. This seems to be an impractically large number of fuzzy states which defeats the purpose of significantly reducing the state space through state aggregation.
In order to avoid this exponential growth we restrict the Q-value of a state-action pair ( i , p ) only to be a function of ( i p , p ) . That is, when the agent evaluates action p of moving towards opportunity p , it can only observe the information about that opportunity. With this restriction an agent will not be able to learn that it is better to move towards an opportunity surrounded by other ones (in case the chosen opportunity disappears, there will be other ones nearby) rather than moving towards an isolated opportunity. This state reduction also implies that the relative direction of each opportunity can be omitted from the state description if we specify that the agent will always go directly to the chosen opportunity. This will not change the nature of our experiments since the problem of choosing the direction of motion once an opportunity is chosen is very easy in comparison with the problem of choosing an opportunity to pursue.
The final learning problem becomes in essence the problem of evaluating 24 fuzzy states for each considered opportunity p. Then, in order to find the Q-value of the
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state-action pair ( i , p ) , the agent will consider the four relevant state variables and evaluate the degree to which this quadruple belongs to each of the 16 fuzzy states. The agent will then use equation (5) for combining the Q-values of the fuzzy states to come up with the final Q-value.
The final learning problem faced by the agent is nonMarkovian for two reasons. First of all, because of the state restriction, knowledge of the previous opportunities that the agent was pursuing affects the probability distribution of the future states. For example, if a better opportunity appears near the one the agent was pursuing, the agent will switch to pursuing it and all components of its state vector will change. However, if the new opportunity disappears very soon, then the agent will most likely switch back to pursuing its original opportunity. Therefore, remembering the characteristics of the original opportunity biases agent's beliefs about future states if the switching situation described above takes place. If the mean lifetime of opportunities is taken to be positive infinity, then the problem would still be non-Markovian. This is so because remembering that agent chose to pursue an opportunity with small reward and a small distance at the beginning of an episode decreases the probability that the next opportunity it will pursue will have a very high reward, because otherwise it would have chosen to pursue it in the first place.
The second reason that the final or even the full learning problem with all 5P state variables is non-h4arkovian is that the partial observability in the cost function creates a history dependence. For example, knowledge of the trend in the costs incurred during the previous time steps affects the probability distributioii of the future step costs because the pattern of surrounding deformations is changing slowly in space. Note that an increase in the step cost scaling paranleter increases the importance of the pa,rtial observability of the state arid consequently the degree to which the learning problem is non-Markovian. In addition, presence of several agents in the same world further increases the non-Markovian character of the learning problem.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used a 20-by-20 tile world in all experiments. There were always 10 opportunities in the world, and whenever one of them would be reached by an agent or would expire, a new one would appear in a random location. The mean lifetime of each appearing opportunity was uniformly distributed between 5 and 20, and its value was uniformly distributed between 0 and 100. The values of appearing deformations were uniformly distributed between 0 and 100. Each deformation would get relocated with probability 0.01 and its value would randomly change in the t Figure 1 : Fuzzy labels used by the agents process. There were 20 deformations in the world.
For faster simulations, we used only two fuzzy labels, SMALL and LARGE as shown in Figure 1 . The values of variables with finite ranges were scaled to the range (0,1], while the value of path roughness was scaled so that the expected roughness would correspond to 0.5. The expected roughness was calculated as the expected value of each deformation multiplied by the number of deformations in the tile world and divided by the area of the world.
The learning rate for the k-th fuzzy state sk is given by where pk(tt)is the degree of membership of a state it to fuzzy state sp. The above formula is a natural extension of decreasing the learning rate for crisp states, where the learning rate for state i at time t is 1 divided by the number of visits to state i before time t.
At the beginning of every experiment, all Q-values were set to 0. We found that allowing agents to take a small fraction of random exploratory actions only decreased their performance, which is probably due to the fact that the stochastic nature of our world provided enough exploration as it is. Also, value function approximation architectures come with a benefit of automatic exploration, and therefore suboptimal actions exploring the environment are not needed. The value of a state-action pair (i, a ) gets updated when the agent takes action a in any state j similar to state i. Therefore, taking action a in any state contributes to the Q-values of state-action pairs ( i , a ) for all states i via a chain reaction.
The issue of exploration can also be solved by initializing all Q-values higher than the actual ones. In this case, the value of any action will be decreased after it is chosen, and the competing actions will become preferable. This approach guarantees that the agent will explore all actions in the states it visits often. However, in this case it can take a very long time for the agent to settle onto the optimal policy, and that agent's performance at the early stages of learning will be very poor. In our problem, the true Q-values range between -50 and 50 depending on the fuzzy state. After comparing performance of an
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agent initialized with Q-values of 50 with an agent initialized with $-values equal to 0, we found that during the first 100 time steps the first agent obtained performance similar to a random agent (i.e., the one that randomly chooses between available opportunities), while the later agent consistently performed much better. Because of the above discussion, no exploration was done in the experiments described below.
Cooperation algorithms have the greatest influence on performance at the early stages of learning when agents have not finished exploring sufficiently the whole state space. Therefore, we used a very short time span of a few hundred time steps to compare performances of different algorithms.
According to the average reward framework, the performance of an agent is given by the sum of all rewards minus the sum of all step costs divided by the number of time steps. Performance of the multi-agent team was defined as the average of this measure over all agents. Note that this measure is equivalent to the total reward obtained during the whole simulation. We have also experimented with the regular discounted reward learning. However. we found that this form of learning implicitly teaches agents to maximize reward obtained per episode. Therefore, rather than choosing twice in a row an opportunity 10 steps away that has a Q-value of 10, the agent would choose to go for an opportunity 20 steps away that has a Q-value of 15. This is an undesirable behavior in our domain, and hence we chose the average reward framework for learning.
.4ll performance results represent averages of 5000 simulations on the testing data. Such a large number of simulations was needed because of a highly stochastic nature of our testing domain. In each simulation, the training period lasted for a specified number of time steps, and the testing period lasted for 500 time steps.
A . Experimental Results and Discussion
We used Monte Carlo learning with an initial learning rate 01 = 0.1 for the first set of experiments. We found that for every parameter set the agent learns to rank correctly most of the 16 fuzzy states in less than 1000 episodes: the value of a state increases as the distance to the opportunity decreases, the opportunity reward increases, the mean lifetime of the opportunity increases, and the path roughness decreases. Examples of the state values after 1000 iterations for step cost scaling equal to 25 are shown in Table 1 .
As In our first set of experiments, we compare performance of 3 agents in a single world learning for 200 time steps while using different coordination strategies. The step cost scaling parameter was set to 5 for these experiments. The team's average reward and standard deviation over 5000 simulations are shown in Table 2 .
In these experiments, team-optimal behavior with S = 0.5 does not result in the best performance because the coordination mechanism is designed to work when the Qvalues of all agents have converged. Since our experiments test agents at the early stages of learning, it might not be wise to give up an opportunity to an agent that is far away but that wants it more because its value might erroneously be too high. In this case, the far away agent will incur too much cost while travelling to this opportunity and will reduce performance of the team. Therefore, team-conscious agents have a penalty that they impose on competing agents for heing further away from an opportunity than themselves. More specifically, the parameter I=0.3 implies that an agent increases its selfishness parameter S by 0.3 for every unit of distance that the other agent is further away from the opportunity.
In the next set of experiments we compare effects of cooperative and independent learning when only one agent
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3 cooperative agents, 1 = 200 U = 0.09 3 independent agents, t = 600 U = 0.06 3 non-learning agents p = 3.58 U = 0.07 p = 7.63 p = 7.61 Table 4 : learning for SCS=25
Comparison of Cooperative and independent is present in each world. We used 3 agents in these experiments, one per world. Cooperative agents were learning for 200 time steps, while independent agents were learning for 600 time steps. The step cost scaling parameter SCS was set to either 5 or 25, corresponding to low and high degrees of partial observability in the environment. As a benchmark, we also evaluated performance of non-learning agents that acted based on initial Q-values. These agents would randomly choose the opportunity to pursue, since all Q-values were initialized to be equal. The obtained results are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 .
These results show that cooperative agents consistently outperform independent agents learning over a three times longer time interval. This result is very connterintnitive, since three agents sharing state values basically perform three times more exploration than a single agent during the same time interval. It is also interesting to note that the performance improvement of cooperative over independent agents increases with an increasing level of partial observability present in the environment.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We showed that a team-optimal coordination strategy does not have to give team optimal results, which should alert other researchers to the issue of multi-agent coordination. We have also tested how conclusions obtained by other researchers about performance of cooperation algorithms in small MDP's carry over to POMDP's with continuous state spaces.
We found that the cooperation method of common policy updating performs very well in partially observable environments and that its benefits increase with an increasing level of partial observability present in the environment. In fact, we showed that K agents learning cooperatively over N time steps significantly outperform K independent agents learning over K*N time steps, contrary to the theoretical results obtained for MDP's with no function approximation [Whitehead, 19911. 
